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1. Introduction 
A problem that arises in nuclear physics is the evaluation of the functional 
I(f) =~lf(x)k(x ) dx, (1.1) 
where k is singular, but absolutely integrable, and f is bounded in the interval [- 1, + 1]. Often f 
is a calculated function that is known only along a given set of points f(x.,i), where the points 
x,,j are given on mesh ~r. defined by -1  < x., 0 < x.. 1 < • • • < x...+l < +1. 
A practical method for approximately evaluating the expression in (1.1) is a product quadra- 
ture rule of the form 
n+ l 
O.f= ~_, w,,.,f(x,,.,). (1.2) 
Here the weights ~,.~ are chosen to be exact when f is given by a linear combination of a chosen 
set of functions { ~..j: j = 0 . . . . .  n + 1}. In this case, the weights w.j satisfy the linear system of 
equations 
t:+ 1 
E q~.,j(x..,)w~,,= I(dp..g). (1.3) 
i=O 
A requirement in (1.3) is that the matrix (q,..j(x.j)) be non-singular. 
Product quadrature rules of the type given by (1.2) have a useful application in the numerical 
treatment of integral equations of the second kind [2]. Indeed, the method has been used, with 
some success, to solve integral equations describing the quantum three-body problem [11,14,15]. 
An interesting feature of those integral equations is the occurrence of a complicated logarithmic 
singularity structure in the kernel. Product quadrature rules have been used to deal with this 
logarithmic singularity [11,15]. 
In [11] various approximation schemes, including product quadrature rules, have been tested in 
exactly solvable three-body model. The results suggest that approximation methods based on the 
use of piecewise polynomials provide a stable and reliable method for solving three-body integral 
equations. 
A simpler application of product quadrature rules, but one that is closely related to the 
numerical treatment of integral equations described above, is in the numerical integration of 
weakly singular integrands. Although progress has been made on various aspects of product 
quadrature rules [21,23.25], attention has only recently turned to rules that are exact when the 
functions { q,..j } are chosen to be piecewise polynomials [21]. 
The present paper is devoted to an investigation of product quadrature rules based on cubic 
splines. For our numerical investigation we consider the special case of a logarithmic singular 
integrand because this particular type of singularity arises in the physical problem described 
above [11,15]. We consider two alternative quadrature rules defined by the choice of functions 
{ ~.,j }. The first choice, which is introduced mainly to provide a comparison with the cubic spline 
rules, is a polynomial. Specifically, the functions { q,..j} are taken to be first kind Chebyshev 
polynomials. The second choice is a quadrature rule based on the use of cubic splines [5,22]. In 
this latter case, the functions { q~..j } are chosen to be the cubic B-splines defined by Greville [13]. 
Further, the knots are chosen to be either equally spaced or distributed like zeros of the 
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Chebyshev polynomials. We also consider the case of multiple knots at the discontinuity of f or 
its derivatives. Except for the case of multiple knots, the abscissas of integration (collocation 
points) { x,.i } are chosen to coincide with the knots, plus two points which lie at the midpoints of 
the leftmost and rightmost interv~ils defined by the knots. 
A useful advantage of product quadrature rules based on cubic B-splines over those based on 
polynomials is that the linear system in (1.3) gives rise to a totally positive banded, almost 
tridiagonal matrix. Hence (1.3) can be stably solved by Gauss elimination without partial 
pivoting [8], taking account of the banded nature of the matrix. By contrast, in the polynomial 
case, the matrix is full and is ill-conditioned for large n, at least for general choices of abscissas. 
It is to be noted that polynomial product quadrature rules based on zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials do not require inversion of a matrix, and there is an explicit formula for the weights 
[24, (3.2)], which is particularly simple in the case of Chebyshev polynomials. In the practical 
application of product quadrature rules, however, one cannot always plac e the abscissas at zero 
of orthogonal polynomials. 
In this paper several numerical examples that test the performance of product quadrature rules 
for different functions f, are given. The examples we consider for the functions f exhibit certain 
discontinuities. One example, that of a discontinuous derivative, is also found when dealing with 
integral equations arising from the three-body problem [1,15]. 
Section 2 gives error bounds on product quadrature rules for cubic splines. Section 3 describes 
our numerical procedures for product quadrature rules based on Chebyshev polynomials and 
cubic B-splines. Section 4 gives our numerical results. 
2. Theory of spline product quadrature rules 
It is well known in the theory of product quadrature rules based on the zeros of orthogonal 
polynomials that convergence of the rules is closely connected to mean Lp convergence (1 < p < oo) 
of Lagrange interpolation at the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials. See, for example, Sloan and 
Smith [24]. Not surprisingly, the same is true of product quadrature rules exact for splines, with 
spline interpolation replacing Lagrange interpolation, and we show this below. It is noteworthy 
that neither the methods nor the results in Rabinowitz and Sloan [21] apply to the rules in this 
paper since their rules are based on piecewise polynomials with discontinuous first derivative, 
while the rules here are based on cubic splines, which have continuous econd derivative, at least 
for the case of simple knots. 
In order to present he results, it is useful to introduce some notation. For simplicity we shall 
confine our discussion to the case of simple knots. Lp[-  1, 1] denotes the usual Lp space with 
norm II'lb, and C[ -1 ,  1] is the space of continuous functions with norm I1"11~. Let k(x )~ 
L1[-1,  1]. Let n knots -1  ~< t,.~ < tn, 2 < . . .  < tn, . <~ 1, and n + 2 abscissas of integration 
(collocation points), -1  ~< xn. 0 < x,,~ < . . .  < x,.,,+~ ~< 1 be given. The product integration rule 
Q,[k ,  -] is defined by 
n+l  
Q,[k ;  f ]  = Y] w , , , f (x , . , ) .  (2.1) 
i=0 
Here the weights { w,, i } are chosen so that 
Q.[k ;  s] = I '  k (x )s (x )  dx  (2.2) 
-1  
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whenever s(x) is a cubic spline with knots {t..i}i"= 1. That is, s "~ C[ -1 ,  1] and six)  IS a 
polynomial of degree at most three in the interval ( t . j ,  t..~+ 1), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1. Elsewhere in the 
paper Q.[k; f]  is abbreviated to Q.f .  We use the notation Q.[k; f ]  in this section to emphasise 
the dependence on k. If one adds knots t ._  2 ~ t.._, ~< t.. 0 ~ -1  and 1 ~< t. . .+l ~< t...+ z ~< tn.n+3, 
one can introduce a cubic B-spline basis [10] (B  t4) ~ .,j j for the cubic splines with knots { t..y ~"+3 
J j=  -2  
and rewrite (2.1) and (2.2) in the form 
n+l  
]C (" k(x a.. j (x. , , )w., ,= )B(.4.)(x) dx,  j= 2, 3 . . . . .  n + 3. (2.3) 
i=O 
Our precise method for constructing the cubic B-splines is deferred until the next Section. 
From this last equation and the Schoenberg-Whitney Theorem [5, p. 200, Theorem XIII.1], 
one obtains a necessary and sufficient condition for the rules to exist, namely: 
t..i_ 2<x. .  i<t..i+ 2, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  n+l .  (2.4) 
For our purposes, once the knots are fixed, the following choice of abscissas of integration 
(collocation points) are used: 
1 x.. 0 = t.. 1 , x.., = ~ (t., 1 + t.,2), X, . j  = tn.j, j = 2, 3 .. . . .  n - 1. 
(2.5) 
x . . .=½(t . . .+t . . . _ l ) ,  x. , .+,  ---- 1.... 
This choice of collocation points ensures that (2.4) holds and that all abscissas of integration lie 
in [ - 1, 1]. Further, it has been discussed by Lucas [17, p. 577, End condition F1], and is a special 
case of the scheme in [5, p. 211] amounting to the 'not-a-knot'  end condition. Given that the 
knots are equally spaced, it also minimizes the global collocation point mesh ratio used in [5, p. 
211]. As shown by the Boor and Pinkus [8], (2.3) can be solved by Gauss elimination without 
partial pivoting, taking account of the banded nature of the matrix. 
A useful representation for Q.[k; f]  employs the spline interpolation operators S.: Given a 
function f (x) ,  bounded on [ -1 ,  1], (S . f ) (x )  will denote the cubic spline with knots {t..i} 
satisfying 
(S. f)(x. .~) =f(x . .~) ,  i=  0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n + 1. (2.6) 
The condition in (2.4) guarantees that (S . f )  is uniquely defined. From (2.1), (2.2) and (2.6), we 
deduce that 
Q.[k; f l  = (2.7) 
Finally, we need some operator norms. These are: 
n+l  
I Ia . [k ;  "] II = sup{ Q. [k ;  f ]  : f~  e l - l ,  1], Ilfll~ ~< 1} -- ~ Iw.,,I, 
i=0  
IIS.IIp = sup{llS.f l lp: f~  C[ -1 ,  1], Ilfll~ ~ 1}, 1 ~<p ~< oo, 
and 
Ap = lim supllS.Ilp, 
n "* OO 
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Theorem. Let 
h, = max{t,.i+] - t , . i : i= 1, 2 . . . . .  n -  1}, 
satisfy 
lim h, = O. 
n "*  O0 
Assume that (2.4) holds. Let p, q ~ [1, ~]  satisfy 1/p + 1/q = 1. 
(a) Let f (x )  be bounded and Riemann integrable on [ -  1, 1]. Then, 
sup ./l:(x)k(x)dx_O,,ik; :l l= , : -  s,,f,,. 
[ [k[[u<l  1 
(b) lira Q,,[k; fl=ff(x)k(x)dx. 
n "--'*" o~ --1 
for all f E C[ -1 ,  1] and k ~ Lq[-1,  11 if and only if Ap < oo. 
(c) Suppose Ap < oo and let k ~ Lq[- 1, 1]. Then, 
n+l  
lira sup ~ [w,,,A _< A,llkllq. 
n ---* oo i=0 
Further, for - 1 <~ a < b ~ 1, 







Proof. We note that (a) and (b) essentially use some of the ideas in Sloan and Smith [24]. 
(a) By (2.7), 
,,_ff [ (x )k (x )  dx -Q, [k ;  f] = f~_] ( f (x ) - (S , f ) (x ) )k (x )  dx. (2.17) 
Taking the sup over all k ~ Lq with HkJlq <~ 1, and using the converse of H61der's inequality, 
(2.13) follows. 
(b) If Ap < oo, then, also supJl&llp < oo, and the discussion in de Boor [5, p. 209, Lemma 
XIII.2 and pp. 166-167] implies that lim,_. ~l l f -  &flip = 0 for each f~ C[ - 1, 1]. Then (2.13) 
yields (2.14) since Q,[k; .] is linear in k, as well as in f. 
The converse may be proved exactly as Sloan and Smith did [24, Proof Theorem 5] and is 
hence omitted. 
(c) By (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and HOlder's inequality, 
n+l  
Y', [w,,,[ = sup(f~ (S J ) (x )k (x )dx :  f~  C[ -1 ,  1],[[fH~ < 1} <_[[kl[qJJS, J[,. (2.18) 
i=0  1 
Letting n - ,  oo and using (2.10), we obtain (2.15). 
To prove (2.16) is harder: Let 
(a, b), so that 
1, x~(a ,b ) ,  
X(X)= O, otherwise. 
-1  ~< a < b ~< 1 and X(X) be the characteristic function oi 
(2.191 
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Firstly, X(X)sign(k(x)) is a measurable function, being the difference of the characteristic 
functions of the measurable sets { x ~ (a, b) : k(x) < 0} and { x ~ (a, b) : (k(x) > 0}. Hence 
x sign(k)~Ll[-1,1 ]. Next, as k~Lq[-1,1], some q>~l, H61der's inequality shows k~ 
L1[ - 1, 1]. Let e > 0. Theorem 1.11.8 in [26, p. 27] shows that there exists g ~ C[ -  1, 1] such that 
Ilk - glh < e. (2.20a) 
We can obviously assume g is not identically zero. Similarly there exists f0 ~ C[ -  1, 1] such that 
IIx sign(k) - fo lh  < e/llgll~. (2.20b) 
Since IX s ign(k)[~ 1 and min{1,f0(x) } and max{-1 , f0 (x )}  are continuous, we can assume 
IIf011~o ~< 1, without modifying the bound in (2.20). Further, since X sign(k) vanishes outside 
(a, b), we can slightly modify fo(X) near a and b (if necessary) so that fo(X) is still continuous 
and f0 vanishes outside (a, b), while maintaining (2.20) and IIf011~ ~ 1. Then, 
Y'~ Iw.al >~ a.[k; fo] =f' (S.fo)(x)k(x) dx 
-1  x,, . iE(a,h) 
= sign(k(x))k(x)dx+ (fo-xsign(k))(x)k(x)dx 
- l  1 --1 
+ fd((S./o)(X)-/o(x))k(x) dx. (2 .21)  
Here, the third integral may be bounded by IIS.f o -folJpllkllq, which converges to zero as n --* 
because f 0 ~ C[ -  1, 1] and Ap < ~.  To deal with the second integral, we proceed as follows: 
x ) -  X sign(k ))(x)g(x) dx 
I , .1  
[ J - ( fo -  X s ign(k ) ) (x )k (x )  dx 
<~ £1( fo -  x sign(k))(x)(k(x)-g(x)) dx + f]l(/o( 
~< 2Ilk - glh + Ilgll~llf0 - x sign(k)lh ~< 3e, 
by (2.20a) and (2.20b). Since e was arbitrary, (2.21) yields 
f '  f b, k ( x ) lim inf Y~ Iw..A >_- X(x) sign(k(x))k(x)dx= Idx.  [] (2.22) 
n---,oo x , . i~(a .h )  --1 
Remarks (a) Although the proof above was nominally for rules based on cubic splines, it is valid 
for spline rules of all orders and even for general product quadrature rules based on interpolation 
operators, S,, which are exact for subspaces P, of C [ -1 ,  1] whose union U ,P ,  is dense in 
C[ -  1, 11. 
(b) For the above choices of knots, the numerical results in Section 4 indicate that (2.16) can 
be strengthened, at least for a = - 1 and b = 1, to 
g lim Y'~ [w..i[-- Ik(x)l dx.  (2.23) 
n--*oe x , , . ,~(a.b)  
This is a desirable property, since, among other things, it indicates that, asymptotically, the signs 
of the weights mimic the sign of k(x). As Sloan and Smith [24] have remarked, (2.23) for 
- 1 ~< a < b ~< 1 does not follow from convergence of the quadrature rules for a l l f~  C[ - 1, 1]. In 
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fact (2.23) for all -1  ~< a < b ~< 1 implies that (2.i4) holds for all f bounded and Riemann 
integrable on [ -1 ,  1]. Sloan and Smith [24] established (2.23) for all a, b under various 
conditions on k for product quadrature rules based on the zeros of orthogonal polynomials. 
Subsequently, Lubinsky and Sidi proved (2.23) for weights with non-compact support, generaliz- 
ing the results in [16]. 
It is to be noted that numerical stability of the rules as well as convergence on all continuous 
functions requires 
n+l  
lim sup Y', Iw.,,I < ~.  
n ---, ~ i=0 
It is unsatisfactory that we cannot at present prove Ap < ~ as this would imply the above 
condition. 
(c) The weights w,, may be expressed in terms of the cardinal spline functions C,.~(x), 
i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n + 1, which satisfy 
by 
C. j (x . , j )=8o ,  i , j=O,  1,2,  . . . .  n+l ,  
f l  w. ,= C . . , (x )k (x )dx ,  i=0 ,1  . . . . .  n+l .  (2.24) 
-1  
A knowledge of the behaviour of { C. ,  } would lead to more useful results than the theorem 
above. Although Birkhoff and de Boor [4, p. 831, Theorem 1 and Corollary 2] and Powell [20, pp. 
217-218] investigate the cardinal functions, their results unfortunately do not apply directly to 
the knots and abscissas used here. It seems, nevertheless, that their methods hould enable one to 
prove exponential decay of C,.~(x) away from x,. i (or, equivalently, that the elements of the 
inverse of (4) (B2, j (x . . ) )  decay exponentially away from the main diagonal) and hence show that 
w..s behaves asymptotically ike k(x..i)(x.,~+ 1 - x..~ ), it is well known, incidentally, that A o~ < oo 
is equivalent to the condition su'- Hv.+l v. , . - . ,=0 tC . . , (x ) l l~  < ~.  
(d) To apply the theorem, we need to know when l im.~J f -S . f l lp=0.  For a highly 
non-uniform distribution of knots, Nord [17] has shown that this condition may not hold, in 
general, for any 1 ~<p ~< ~,  even if f~  C[ -1 ,  1] is infinitely differentiable in [ -1 ,  1]. except at 
zero. Nevertheless, when the distribution of knots is locally uniform, Marsden [18] has estab- 
lished that A m < ~ for periodic cubic splines. Spline interpolation is also known to be uniformly 
bounded, in the sense that A m < ~,  provided an interpolation is performed at the 'knot  
averages' [5, pp. 214-215]. Unfortunately, because of the different end conditions, one cannot use 
their results. One can only prove: 
Corollary Let (2.11) and (2.12) hold, and assume the abscissas to be chosen as in (2.5). Assume that 
there exists a constant C such that 
max (x,,,+ 2 - x , . , ) / (x , , j+  2 - x , . j )  <~ C. (2.25) 
t , J  
Then, for all k ~ L 1 and all functions f twice continuously differentiable on [ - 1, 1 ], 
k(x ) f (x )dx+O(h] ) ,  n~.  (2.26) 
1 
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Proof. This follows directly from (2.13) above, Theorem XIII.3 in [5, p. 211] and Corollary 6.21 
in [22, p. 227]. [] 
For uniformly spaced knots, the 'global collocation points ratio' in (2.25) is bounded indepen- 
dent of n, but for the Basu and Perfect knots used in Section 4, it is O(n). Since h, = O(1/n), the 
results in [7, Theorem 1, p. 769] seem to indicate that the above Corollary remains true for the 
Basu and Perfect knots, but with O(h 2) replaced by O(h3S 2) in (2.26). However, as we shall see, 
the numerical evidence in Section 4 yields much better results than indicated by the above 
Corollary, and it is clear that a more detailed theoretical investigation is required. 
Finally, we note that k(x)= l n lx -  h I, x ~ [ -1 ,  1], ~, ~ ( -  1, 1) belongs to Lq[-1, 1] for all 
q < ~,  so that (2.14) holds if Ap < o0 for some p > 1. However, since k(x) is bounded, except 
near x = ~, it is easily seen that (2)-(14) holds if [ I f -  S, fll~ ---" 0, and if for some e > 0, and q > 1, 
S, f~f in  the Zq norm on [X - e, ~ + e]. 
3. Product quadrature rules for a logarithmic singularity 
This Section describes our computational procedure for evaluating the product integral in 
(1.1). We consider two choice for the functions { q,,,.j} in (1.3): 
a. First kind Chebyshev polynomials 
The first kind Chebyshev polynomials ( Tj } satisfy 
T j (cos0)=cosj0,  j=O ..... n+l,  O<~O<~r. 






To obtain a recurrence formula for the coefficients (I(Tj)} we first note that the polynomials 
(Tj } satisfy the recurrence formula 
Tj÷l(x)-2xTj(x)+Tj_l(x)=O, T0(x) = 1, T~(x)=x. (3.3) 
On making use of (3.3) in the integral 
= r j (x )  In)x - Xl dx,  (3.4) 
we obtain [9] 
j+2]  j -2  
j +1]I(Ty+,)- 2%I(Ty) +(~_ l )I(Tj-') 
(j_5__~_i) [ A i_, A j+ ,=0,  (3.5) - ( -1 )  2 J(1 + h) In(1 +A) - (1  - X) ln(1 - A)] -j_---S-~+ j+ 1 
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where 
0, 
A j=  2 
1 j2 '  
i f j  is odd, 
i f j  is even. 
The two lowest order terms are 
I(To) = (1 +) , )  ln(1 + X) +(1 - X) In(1 - X ) -2 ,  




b. Cubic B-spfines 
We first partition the interval [ -1 ,  + 1] and add external knots to construct he set of knots 
t )n+3 , , j , j= -2 '  as described in Section 2. On this set of knots we define 
B~,~(x)= {(t . , j  t . , j _ , ) - '  - , t , . j _ l  < x <~ t . j ,  (3.9) 
0, otherwise. 
The B-splines of order m (degree m - 1) are constructed from the iterative procedure of Cox [10] 
and de Boor [6] 
[(x - t..j_,,, )B(..~ -- 1 ) (x)  + ( t . j  - x)B~.~- l ) (x  )] 
(m) 
B~n,j (X )= tn , j _  tn,j -m 
(3.10) 
This method of constructing B-splines is known to be stable. 
Note that the index on the cubic B-splines ,_,.j}~'B (4) runs f romj  = 2, . . . ,n  + 3. As a result, (1.3) 
becomes 
n+l  
E (4) ~ ~ n,jJ', W~n,j( .~n. i )wn, i  = I( B (41~ (3.11) 
i=0 
where j=  2 . . . . .  n + 3. Because the matrix with elements (B~4.~(x,,,)) is invertible and totally 
positive, the system in (3.11) can be solved by Gauss elimination without partial pivoting [8, p. 
4891. 
Now we give a recurrence formula for the coefficients { I (B~) )} ,  which are defined by the 
integrals 
l (  B(m) ~ f (m) = B~.y (x )  ln lx  - X I dx. (3.12) 
\ n , j  ] - - I  
Let (m) Ip(B.~s ) be the integrals 
(m) f l  p (m) . (3.13) = x B~, j (x )  ln lx -h ]dx ,  p=0 . . . .  m-q ,  q=O . . . . .  m. 
¢..._ 1 
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If we insert (3.10) into (3.13), we find the recurrence formula 
! (R ( ,n - l )~  _ R~. , -1 )~ (m- l )  _ 
un. j _  1 ] p+~\  u,~,j ] +,,¢(B.,j 
In, J -- In . j _  m 
The recurrence formula in (3.14) starts with the sequence of integrals 
=f' ., ,-,,.j~x) lnlx - X] dx. -1  
Given that in. 1 = - -1  and t., .  = 1, we write 
{ 1_ f, xPln]x_X]dx, . (B (1)~ Ip, .,A= . . ,  t.,j_ , , , , ,  
(3.15) 
i f j  = 2, 3 . . . . .  n, 
(3.16) 
otherwise. 
These integrals are easily evaluated [12]. The recurrence formula in (3.14) is used to evaluate the 
coefficients 
(m) It, B'm' .,, ,/-- I0( B.'•j ). 
To summarize, our method of calculating the weights ( w.a ) is as follows: 
(i) A recurrence relation is used to construct he coefficients I(q~.,j). 
(ii) The linear system of equations, (3.2) for (a), (3.11) for (b), is solved to obtain weights 
(w..}. 
4.  Numer ica l  resu l ts  and  d iscuss ion  
This section gives our numerical results for quadrature rules based on the use of first kind 
Chebyshev polynomials and cubic B-splines. The algorithm we have used to perform these 
calculations is described in the previous Section. 
In order to construct he cubic B-splines we must first choose a set of points ( t.., ) that define 
the knots. It is not obvious, however, how these points should be chosen. We first consider the 
case of simple knots. For our numerical examples we have chosen the following points: 
2 ( i -  1) 
U :Un i fo rm,  t . i  = - 1 + -  i= l  .. n, 
• n-1  . . . .  
( . - , )  ,., P: Perfect, t..i = cos n---S-i-- ~r , i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
(2 i -1  ~)  
B:Basu,  t .~=cos  - i=2  . . . . .  n - l , t . . l= - I  t . .= l .  
• n 2 ' ' • 
We denote by (U), (P) and (B), the uniformly spaced, perfect, and Basu [3] points respectively. 
The choice (P) yields the perfect B-spline, so called because its third derivative has a constant 
absolute value [22, p. 139]. All the above formulas yield closed quadrature rules. 
It is clear that the additional ' freedom' allowed by the choice of knots in the case of cubic 
B-splines does not exist for the Chebyshev polynomial case. On the other hand, we must still 
choose the abscissas of integration (collocation points) { x . .  }. For our polynomial case it is 
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known [23] that a good choice of abscissas (and the natural choice for first kind Chebyshev 
polynomials) is 
(2 i+1 ~r) 
x, i = -cos  i = 0 . . . .  n + 1 (4.2) 
' n + l  2 ' " " 
(Equation (4.2) is defined for n + 2 points). 
We wish to make clear that, in a practical application of the product quadrature rule, it may 
turn out that the function f (x )  is known only for a given set of points { x,. i }. In this case, it may 
prove useful to fix the abscissas of integration at the positions where f (x )  is known. 
For our numerical test of the product quadrature rules we take as an example the integral 
f' I ( f )  = f (x )  lnlx - ¼el dx,  (4.3) -1  
where 
f (x )  = x 4 - sign(x), or (4.4a) 
f (x )  = x 4 + Ixl, or (4.4b) 
f (x )  = x 4 + xlx I. (4.4c) 
Here, sign(x) is 1 if x > 0 and - 1 if x < 0, and sign(0) = 0. The examples we have chosen for the 
functions f in (4.4) have a jump discontinuity, a jump discontinuity in the first derivative, and a 
jump discontinuity in the second derivative, respectively. 
As a final example we taken the semi-infinite integral 
o~ 
I ( f )=fo  exp( -2y)  ln ly -s ]dy ,  (4.5) 
which we first map onto the interval [ -1 ,  1] by 
y = (1 + x ) / (1  - x) .  (4.6) 
Thus 
f I ( f )=  exp x -  1 1 - x (177)  =.  (4.7) 
The logarithmic term in (4.7) has singularities at x = ½ and x = 1, but the integrand is singular 
only at x -- .{. Therefore, we write I = 11 + 12 where 
I , ( f )=f 'exp(  2x +2 ] In 3 2dx (4.8) 7--: i j 
- -  
- (1  - -x )  2' 
f_~ (2x+2)  , 2dx (4.9) 
I2 ( f )  = lexp x 7 ] lnlx - 31 (1 - x)  2" 
The integral in (4.8) is evaluated by IMSL library subroutine DCADRE with a tolerance of 10-7 
The integral in (4.9) is evaluated by the product quadrature rules. 
The mapping in (4.6) has been used in dealing with the three-body problem [1]. the evaluation 
of the integrals in (4.3)-(4.5) can be found in standard tables of integrals [12]. 
One way to reduce the continuity of the cubic spline is to combine knots at the point of the 
discontinuity, that is, to use multiple knots. In order to investigate the utility of multiple knots in 
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Tab le  1 
Abso lu te  e r ro rs  for  f ( x ) = x 4 - s ign(x ) ,  l ( f ) = 1.45785292443.  
n - 1 Po lynomia l  (U)  (P) (B) Quadrup le  knots  
2 5 .81( -  1) 4 .97( -  2) 4.97( - 2) 4 .97( -  2) - 
4 8 .69( -  2) 8 .75( -  2) 1 .76( -  1) 1 .21( -  1) - 
8 3.09( - 2) 1.91( - 2) 3.34( - 2) 2.92( - 2) 4.40( - 6) 
16 8 .29( -  3) 3 .78( -  3) 9 .23( -  3) 8.32( - 3) 3.36( - 5) 
32 2.11( - 3) 9.57( - 4) 2.36( - 3) 2.22( - 3) 1.28( - 6) 
64 5.45( - 4) 2.39( - 4) 5.91( - 4) 5.73( - 4) 6.12( - 8) 
128 1.49( - 4) 5.99( - 5) 1.48( - 4) 1.45( - 4) 3.34( - 9) 
Tab le  2 
Abso lu te  e r ro rs  for  f (x )  = x 4 + Ixl. l ( f )  -- - 1.14788951532.  
n - 1 Po lynomia l  (U)  (P) (B) T r ip le  knots  
2 7.49( - 2) 5.86( - 2) 5.86~ 
4 1.25( - 2) 2.15( - 2) 6 .0~ 
8 9.17( - 3) 4.68( - 3) 9.15, 
16 2.20( - 3) 1.01( - 3) 2.47~ 
32 5.07( - 3) 2.52( - 4) 6.22~ 
64 1.31( - 4) 6.29( - 5) 1.55~ 
128 4.03( - 5) 1.57( - 5) 3.88~ 
- 2) 5.86( - 2) - 
-2 )  3.37( - 2) 7.54( - 3) 
- 3) 7.82( - 3) 3.55( - 4) 
- 3) 2.20( - 3) 1.85( - 5) 
- 4) 5.84( - 4) 9.33( - 7) 
- 4) 1.50( - 4) 5.23( - 8) 
- 5) 3.82( - 5) 3.12( - 9) 
Tab le  3 
Abso lu te  e r ro r  for  f (x )  = x 4 + x lx l .  l ( f )  ~ - 1.09751837560.  
n - 1 Po lynomia l  (U)  (P) (B) Doub le  knots  
2 3.00( - 1) 1.46( - 3) 1.46( - 3) 1.46( - 3) - 
4 1.38( - 3) 3 .19( -  3) 8.53( - 3) 5.25( - 3) 2.23( - 2) 
8 4.44( - 4) 2.66( - 5) 5.24( - 5) 1.57( - 4) 2.98( - 4) 
16 2.76( - 5) 4.03( - 6) 1.27( - 5) 1.24( - 5) 1.78( - 5) 
32 1.49( - 6) 2.31( - 7) 9.42( - 7) 8.67( - 7) 9.18( - 7) 
64 1.01( - 7) 1.57( - 8) 6.06( - 8) 5.59( - 8) 5.19( - 8) 
128 9.55( - 9) 1 .01( -  9) 3.74( - 9) 3.63( - 9) 3.12( - 9) 
Tab le  4 
Abso lu te  er rors  for  (4.5). l ( f )  = 0 .1667975863482.  
n - 1 Po lynomia l  (U)  (P) (B) 
2 1.00( - 1) 1.38( - 2) 1.38( - 2) 1.38( - 2) 
4 1.60( - 2) 1.16( - 2) 3.80( - 2) 1.85( - 2) 
8 2.28( - 5) 5.92( - 3) 2.98( - 3) 3.96( - 3) 
16 1.10(  - 6 )  3 .11(  - 3)  8 .01( -4 )  1 .15(  - 3)  
32 3.99( - 9) 1.61( - 3) 2.04( - 4) 3.13( - 4) 
64 1.24( - 11) 8.16( - 4) 5.58( - 5) 8.14( - 5) 
128 - 4.11( - 4) 1.42( - 4) 3.46( - 5) 
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Table 5 
Rate of convergence a for examples in (4.3)-(4.6). 
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Example Polynomial (U) (P) (B) Multiple knots 
(4.4a) 1.9-2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.2 
(4.4b) 1.7-2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.1 
(4.4c) 3.4-4.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 
(4.5) ~ 1.0 1.3-1.9 1.2-1.9 - 
product quadrature rules we have considered the examples chosen for the function f in (4.4). We 
combine two, three, and four knots at the point of discontinuity in examples (4.4c), (4,4b), and 
(4.4a) respectively. For simplicity, we have chosen an equal number of uniformly spaced knots in 
the intervals between the end points and the point of discontinuity. 
Results for the above four examples are shown in Tables 1-5. Tables 1-4 show the absolute 
error [ I ( f )  - Q,,f[. In order to investigate the convergence of our method we define a sequence 
a,, by the formula 
I ( f )  - Q,,f = 2 a'. (4.10) 
The rate of convergence is lima,, = a (if this exists). Table 5 shows n ~ ~ the values of a for our 
numerical examples. 
We first consider esults for the spline rule based on simple knots. In the results of Tables 1-3 
the uniformly spaced knots (U) consistently give the best results for the quadrature rule based on 
cubic splines. In the results of Table 4 however, the other choices of knots do better than the 
uniformly spaced knots. The reason for this is that the transformed function f of the integral in 
(4.5) vanishes trongly at x- -  1, and the choices (P) and (B) pack many more abscissas in the 
neighbourhood of this point. 
We now turn to results of the cubic spline rule based on multiple knots. The results in Tables 
1-2 show that a considerable improvement is obtained by using multiple knots when the function 
f or its derivative is discontinuous. This improvement is reflected also in the results of Table 5, 
where the rate of convergence, a --- 4, is a factor of two larger than in the case of simple knots. 
A comparison of the results of the product quadrature rules based on splines with those based 
on the Chebyshev polynomials shows that in the first three tables the uniformly spaced knots (U) 
perform better than the polynomial rule. In Table 4 the polynomial rule is far superior to all of 
the spline rules. This is not surprising as the transformed function of f (y )=exp( -2y)  is 
infinitely differentiable in the interval [ -1 ,  1], even though, as a complex function, it has an 
essential singularity at x = 1. 
The results show that product quadrature rules based on cubic B-spline are a useful tool for 
the numerical computation of integrals with weakly singular integrands. 
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